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Securing  a critical infrastructure is  of 
paramount importance with the rapid 
growth of using commercial-of-the-shelf 
(COTS) products in industrial control 
systems. These changes have made CPSs 
more available target for attackers. The 
critical nature CPSs also makes them 
intriguing targets. For the first time in the 
history of the Internet, cyber attacks can 
have physical manifestations in the real 
world, providing easy access target for 
those who desire to either cause  
disruption to physical services or cause a 
national disaster. 
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Example	  ABack:	  Stuxnet	  	  

In June 2010 a sophisticated computer 
worm targe t ing S iemens WinCC 
industrial control system software 
infected Iranian nuclear power plant ICSs.  
It destroyed many centrifuges causing 
major disruptions in the Iranian nuclear 
program. 

In this project, we are planning to design a 
framework for CPSs to improve the security of 
them based on control check point analysis. 
SCAN can be used in CPS attack modeling and 
threat assessment as well as diagnosis methods 
for stealthy attacks against a CPS.	  

SCAN leverages the combination of  functional 
decomposition of a CPS along with the control point 
analysis to identify the vulnerable points against cyber 
attacks.  First, a CPS is decomposed to its subsystems and 
its component hierarchy is generated. Based on component 
level, two levels of security are provided. Level one is 
security at the component level and level two of security is 
done by looking at the system as one complex system by 
providing security measures to protect 
the subsystem interactions.  

	  

Benefits	  of	  SCAN	  
SCAN will help CPS designers to evaluate the security of their 
systems before construction and apply necessary changes to 
address the security concerns identified by SCAN analysis. It 
also helps operating CPSs to increase their security against 
cyber threats. SCAN also has a potential to benefit society by 
restricting cyber threats on critical infrastructures. Without 
such a framework in place and with the advent of cyber 
attacks against CPSs, society is at risk. In the near future many 
critical infrastructure providers need frameworks like SCAN 
to enhance the security and privacy of their systems. 

How	  SCAN	  works?	  

What	  is	  SCAN?	  
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The interaction among components is a critical factor 
that attackers try to exploit to gain information about 
the CPS.  For each component, its interaction with 
other components is analyzed. 

After component analysis, the threats are identified. 
For each threat, the security constraint and security 
requirement are identified. The security requirements 
are used in ensuring the security at all levels. 


